
PARADISE:  

Going Deeper Inquiry 

 

These are intentionally simple and spacious.  I didn’t want it to be complex 

or overdone.  Please let yourself just open into the exploration and expand. 

This is inquiry for you to deepen in intimacy with your own knowing, but 

please submit to me if you would like Certification of Completion at the end 

of this spiral. 

 

The Garden 

 

How would you describe your fruits that are both “comforting and 

exotic.” 

 

Tell me about the state of your garden and your experience of 

tending to it. 

 

What is your connection to body movements such as waves, 

spirals, and undulations?  Are these movement impulses that you 

explore?  If so, how do they feel? 

 

What is your relationship to the Serpent or Snake, as an 

archetype, or as a literal being? 

 

Please respond honestly to your actual experience (or not) of this 

declaration:  “you may not always live in paradise, but paradise 

always lives in you.” 

 

 



Fruition 

 

How do you raise y0ur own fire? 

 

Are you honoring what it is that lives in you or is expressed 

through you?  Are you tending it to fruition regardless of how 

“big” or “small” it seems to you, or are you diminishing the fruits 

of your own realm? 

 

Do you tend to include your needs and pleasures when navigating 

life or relationships, or to habitually exclude them? 

 

How do you know if you are yielding in accordance with wisdom, 

or submitting by habit? 

 

What are some of the non-negotiables that you will not yield? 

 

What brings you pleasure? 

 

Sacred Marriage 

 

Have you had the experience of having an encounter or intimacy 

“overshadowed” by the beauty and power of the sacred marriage?  

 

When you allow eroticism to become liberated from the box of 

only genital-sexual encounters, what do you find is erotic for you? 

 

Do you notice that your waters typically tend to freeze, stagnate, 

leak, or a combination? 



 

If you look to heaven and earth as role models for true union, 

what do you see?  What do you learn about how you desire to be 

met? 

 

If you are in an intimate relationship now, or considering when 

you have been in one in the past, how are (or did) you successfully 

(or not) create a container for the alchemy and innate 

transformation of the relationship? 

 

 

Beauty 

 

What does beauty feel like to you? 

 

Is there any part of yourself that you have rejected or identified as 

“unbeautiful”? How could this be redeemed? 

 

The two ends of the magnet of your instinctual discernment are 

attraction (“for me”), and repulsion (“not for me”).  Do you have 

ease or challenge with either of these?  Do you tend to moralize or 

make story about what you are or aren’t drawn to?  Can you 

describe times when you: 

Resisted an authentic desire 

Resisted or over-rode an authentic repulsion 

Gave way fully to an authentic desire 

Stood fully behind a repulsion or redirection 

What were the outcomes of these situations? 

 



How would you describe the “wild” or “untamed” aspect of your 

nature? 

 

 


